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of Auckland – The First 125 Years, 
published by AUP in 2008. His first 
collection of poetry, The Little 
Enemy, has just been published by 
Steele Roberts. Dr Reid comments:-

I began writing poetry seriously 
eight years ago, when I had a 
university fellowship to research a 
history book. I was informally 
mentored by a well-known New 
Zealand poet. We made an 
agreement that I would write at 
least one new poem a week and she 
would critique it. I’ve stuck with this 
arrangement.

At first, I wrote about whatever moved me, 
whatever came into my head. I gradually found 
that my poems reflected four interests – 
childhood and family memories; adult 
encounters with places; religious and 
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Alumnus nicholas reid took all his degrees at 
The University of Auckland – first an MA in 
english and French literature; then an MTheol 
in Church history; and finally a phd in history. 
He is the author of three biographies and three 
works of social history, including The University 

philosophical problems; and reactions to the 
arts.

Whenever I write a poem I’m concerned with 
that individual poem, and not with how it will fit 
into a book. As I became more actively 
immersed in poetry I submitted my efforts to 
poetry journals and got some encouraging 
acceptances. I also twice guest- edited Poetry 
New Zealand. As I put The Little Enemy together, 
my four preoccupations asserted themselves. 
That is why the collection is divided into four 
parts, roughly following these interests.

I deal with things like the experience of driving 
back from Galway to Dublin; of randomly 
meeting people at bus-stops; of admiring my 
daughter’s pet rabbit; of wondering how religion 
plays out in our society and in some older 
societies. 
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N
icholas Reid is a lecturer, historian and 

reviewer with a doctorate in history 

and masters degrees in theology and English 

and French literature. An Aucklander by 

birth and choice, he has published five books 

of  biography and social history. This is his 

first major volume of  poems.
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No malice in her hooded eyes 

A professional job. No surprise, 

No twist-to-the-plot, no aftershocks 

As crone and crony trim his locks. 

In candlelight at the open door 

The world’s seen this dumbshow before. 

Predictable as a prayer-wheel or a steel track. 

Why quarrel with Dagon’s preordained design?

 from “Samson and Delilah”

The Little Enemy
NICHOLAS REID

Constituting a system that became a style, ian 
scott’s lattices remain his signature works.  
his “basic over-and-under pattern” paintings 
went into production in 1976, after a decade 
of girlie paintings. like an industrial product, 
each lattice suggests a limitless number of 
colour ways, but scott drew the line on the 
series in 1982 after making over 200 
sequentially numbered variations on the idea.
Now that he is again investigating the pictorial 
possibilities of scantily-clad girls, Scott rarely 
makes a lattice painting.  When he does, the 
resulting interlace is like a puzzle solved: a 
two-dimensional Rubik’s cube. The compositions 
are tricky but seem deceptively simple: a few 
bands of pure acrylic colour laid down over a 

square white canvas ground.  
Optical effects generated by 
complementary colours cause 
these reduced elements to 
magically weave together and 
bounce into three dimensions like 
a kete.

Scott is aiming for the same 
effect as the American painter 
Kenneth Noland whose Plaid series 
deployed colour bands 
interweaving and crossing each 
other, lacing the whole surface 
together.  Everything is subordinate 
to the compositional grid in Scott’s 
work, so that even dangerously 
similar colours like the blues in 
this painting, can’t dominate. 
Brush strokes are hidden and 
masking tape eliminates human 

messiness around the edges. Without figures or 
other imagery, attention focuses on the formal 
elements: colour relationships and how they 
work. 

Produced in a suburban New Zealand context, 
the colours and patterns in the lattices reflect 
their origin without illustrating it.  As Kenneth 
Noland wrote: “Colour can convey a total range 
of mood and expression, of one’s experiences in 
life, without having to give it descriptive or 
literary qualities.”  So not literally a depiction of 
trellis work, deck chair webbing or a Maori kete, 
but still carrying those kiwiana associations, and 
fitting in with the surroundings – like a logo on a 
van, on a hoarding outside a dairy or a T-shirt 
emblem. Hamilton City Council even used one 

of Ian Scott’s lattice designs for the paving of 
Garden Place in the city centre. 

Just as contradictory is the sense of space in 
the lattices.  Each one seems part of a 
continuous all-over pattern, yet the 
compositional system is not symmetrical, so not 
extendable.  Colours are orchestrated to play 
complements like red and green off against each 
other, and create an optical illusion.  Pictorial 
space is similarly homegrown and experimental: 
Scott introduced black to his Lattices for the first 
time in 1978. Bright and hot colours like red 
push forward and the cool blues and greens pull 
back, contained by bands of black like military 
ribbons.  Black and white complicate the effect, 
punctuating the surface and introducing a sense 
of a void beyond the bands. Integral to the 
surface itself, and completely flat, the colours 
end up performing the work.

Oscillating between abstract and 
representational art throughout his career, Ian 
Scott wants his viewers to recognise the 
similarity between the constituents of 
abstraction and representation.  Continuously 
using diagonals within a square format, he picks 
his way between American all-over abstraction 
and the New Zealand optical alternative 
epitomised by Gordon Walters. The content of 
Scott’s lattices is the way they solve their formal 
problems – everything tied together artificially 
and complicated but disguised as easy and 
natural.

linda Tyler

Ian Scott (b.1945), Lattice No. 63, 1979
Acrylic on canvas, 1525 x 1525mm


